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Alizarin complexone (l,2-Dihydroxyanthraquinone-3-ylmethyl amine-
N,N-diacetic Acid) which is yellow below a pH of 6, forms a wine-red 
(III) . 
chelate with Ce metal ion, this red chelate gives a specific color 
reaction with the fluoride ion. No other anion is found to react sim-
ilarly, and among the rare earths available, only Lanthanum and Pra-
sedymium give the reaction. 
The formation of blue color by the fluoride ion furnishes a sensi-
tive method for its spectrophotometric determination. By this method a 
wide range of fluoride ion concentration (0.1 - 160 ppm) can be deter-
mined if the pH of the solution is 5-5.2, the optimum pH range for this 
method. 
In this thesis the effect of pH on the Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone 
chelate and its ternary fluoride complex was investigated in both the 
visible and the ultra-violet regions of the spectrum. 
An aqueous medium was chosen in this work because the ionization 
constant of hydrogen fluoride was known in this medium. No values of 
this constant were available for 201. acetone or acetonitrile medium 
where a higher stability of the complex and sensitivity of the reaction 
would have been achieved. The value of the ionization constant was 
used in calculating free fluoride ion concentration at maximum absorb-
ance for different fluoride ion concentration and different pH values. 
1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The formation of the blue fluoride complex by the reaction of 
fluorine and Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone chelate was developed by 
Belcher, Leonard and West (1). This test was the first color test for 
the detection of fluoride ion which produced color rather than bleach-
ing a colored metal chelate by the formation of a colorless metal-
fluoride complex. 
Belcher, Leonard and West (2) constructed a calibra.tion curve for 
' 
fluoride ion concentration using solutions buffered with acetate to a 
pH of 4.3 and measuring absorbance at 610 mµ against the reagent. The 
curve was linear over the range of 8 to 35 micrograms of fluoride per 
millilitre but the projection did not pass through the origin. 
2 
Leonard and West (3) gave an equation for the pJ;"otolysis mechanism 
or an acid base reaction of Alizarin complexoqe as shown below: 













The formation of metal chelate (3) occurs through the two acetic 
acid groups, the 2-hydroxy group, .. and the nitrogen atom as shown in the 
structural formula: 
0 
Typical metal chelate of _Alizarin complexone 
This attack on the 2-hydroxyl group would e:icplain the close simi-
larity between the absorption spectra of the metal chelate and the 
2- . H2I form of the metal-free reagent at pH 6-10. 
The blue fluoride complex gave an absorption.maximum at 567 mµ. 
4-
which agrees with that of the metal-free reagent at pH 12.4 (I ), also 
the shape of the curves are almost similar. 
Ternary Fluoride Complex 
The nature of the ternary fluoride complex formedwas studied by 
Leonard and West (3) by using the Job's method of continuous varia.tion. 
They used 1: 1 c/III) -Alizarin complexone and found that a 1: 1 fluoride 
complex was formed, 
They also found that when one molar proportion of fluoride ion was 
added to a 1:1 Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone chelate, the solution gave 
maximum color intensity at 567 mµ, adding another molar proportion of 
fluoride did not change the wavelength,of maximum absorption. When a 
large excess of fluoride was added, precipitation of Ce(III) as its 
fluoride occurred leaving a yellow solution of the metal-free reagent. 
Specific action of fluoride ion was explained as due to the strong 
electronegative properties of the atom. 
Belcher and West (4) found that the optimum sensitivity of fluor-
ide reaction with Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone chelate occurred at pH 
5-5.2. They recommended that this method not be operated beyond a pH 
range of 4-6. Above pH 6 hydrolysis of the fluoride complex occurred 
with replacement of the fluoride ion by a hydroxyl ion. 
High concentration of fluoride ion could be analyzed if the con-
. f h C (III) . d centration o t e e -reagent was increase . -2 A 10 · M fluoride 
solution could be analyzed using a pH 5-5.2 while at pH 4.3 precipita-
tion occurred with 5 x 10-3 M solutions. 
4 
Jeffery and Williams (5) constructed a three dimentional continu-
ous variation diagram for the system F + Ce(III) + Alizarin complexone 
and found that a maximum occurred indicating a composition ratio of 
4:4:5. 
Yamamura, Wade and Sikes (6) explained the effect of acetate 
buffer. Higher concentration of buffer decreased the net absorbance. 
A secondary effect of the buffer was to promote the reaction of 
fluroide with the Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone chelate. They suggested 
that at least two positions of the Ce (III) -Alizarin complexone were 
occupied by the acetate ion and not by the water molecules. 
They observed that in the presence of acetate ion, the formation 
5 
of the blue color was rapid, possibly because of the easy replacement 
of the acetate ions by the fluoride ions. In the absence of the ace-
tate ions, the blue color formed noticeably slower and less completely. 
Leroy Maden (7) stated that when the amount of fluorine in the 
sample was too great, the purple color of the complex bleached to an 
orange or even yellow. I.f the pH was raised to about 5. 5 by the addi-
tion of NaOH, the purple color appeared again. Because of the depend-
ance of the reaction on the pH, he reported that the reaction was a 
function of the hydrogen fluoride concentration instead of the fluroide 
ion concentration. 
In this thesis the effect of pH on the sys.tern was investigated 
and an explanation of its effect on the reactions of fluoride ion with 
C (III) Al· · . . 1 h 1 . . e - 1.zar1.n comp exone c e ate 1.s given. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents and Solutions 
0.0176 M Alizarin Complexone Solution.--Suspend 0.043 grams of the 
reagent in 50 ml of water. Dissolve with 0.25 ml of concentrated am-
monium hydroxide. Add 0.25 ml of glacial acetic acid and dilute to 
100 ml. This solution is stable for about a month under normal labora-
tory conditions. 
The Alizarin complexone reagent was obtained from K& KLaborator-
ies, Inc. , PlaiI).view, New York. 
0.0167 M Cerium Nitrate Solution.--Dissolve 3.6260 grams of 
Ce(N03) 3 · 6H2o in water and dilute to 500 ml with wat.er. 
pH 4 Buffer Solution. --Dissolve 60 grams of sodium acetate tri-
hydrate in 200 ml of water. Add 115 ml of glacial acetic acid and 
dilute to 1 litre. 
Standard Fluoride Solution.--Dissolve 2,210 grams of oven dried 
reagent grade sodium fluoride (Baker Analyzed Reagent, 99.9% NaF.) in 
1 litr~ of water. This solution contains 1 mlg~F-/ml of solution .. 25 
ml of this solution was pipeted and diluted to 500 ml with water to 
give a solution which contains 50 µg/ml F 
to a polyethylene bottle for storage. 
and transferred immediately 
Composite Solution Used in the Visible Range. --Mix in order and 
6 
with swirling 68 ml of the buffer solution, 10 ml alizarin complex:one 
reagent and 10 ml of cerium nitrate solution. Dilute to 500 ml with 
water and transfer to a polyethylene bottle. 
7 
This solution should be stable for about four. to five days if pro'-
tected from heat and direct sunlight. 
Composite Solution Used in the Ultra-Violet Range. --Prepare as 
above only use 5 ml of each alizarin complexone and cerium nitrate 
solutions instead of 10 ml, make up the difference in volume by adding 
water. 
Only deionized water was used in the p:t;'eparation of reagents and 
solutions. 
Apparatus Used 
Spectrophotometers.--The Beckman DB Spectrophotometer was used 
with a strip chart recorder. The tungsten. lamp used in the visible 
region and the hydrogen lamp in the U. V. region. The DB model was used 
only in the preliminary work. Battery-operated Beckman model DU 
spectrophotometer with a pl;lotomultiplier wias used.with a Tungsten lamp 
and a constant slit width in the visible region and a hydrogen lamp in 
the ultra-violet region. 
Cells,--10 mm. matched Beckman Silica cells were used for both 
visible and U .V. regions.·· One cell was used for solutions and the 
other for the blank throughout the work and they were kept in the same 
relative position while taking the absorbance readings to minimize the 
error. 
pH Meter.-~A Beckman expanded scale pH meter with a glass elec-
trode was used for pH adjustments. 
Glass and Plastic Ware. -.-All glassware· used was Pyrex, volumetric 
glassware met A.C.S. requirements for accuracy. Nalgene polyethylene 
bottles were used for storing the solutions. 
Computers. --All computer work was done on an IBM 7040 at Oklahoma 
State University Computer Center. 
Preparation of Solutions 
Solutions Used in the Visible Region. -.-Solutions used in this 
region were made to have O, 2, . 5, 10, 15 and 20 µ.g/ml. F-. This was 
done by pipeting the volume needed of 50 µ.g/ml F~ standard solution 
into a 50 ml volumetric flask and then adding ·15 llll of the c anposite 
reagent mad.e for the visible region. 
Each of the above solutions was .used at five. different pH values. 
8 
The pH was adjusted to the required value by transferring. the solution 
to a small beaker ari.d with .the use -o:f a magnet;ic stiJ;"rer and a pH 
meter, the pH was adjusted by using 1 N solutions of HCl or NaOH as 
required in a medicine dropper and let the tip Just touch the solution, 
the. pH will change by diffusion. This method of pH adjustment insures 
a minimum change in. volume. The pH val1,1es u1:1ed_were. 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 
5.5 and 6.0. 
Solutions Used in the Ultra-Violet R.egion.•-Solutions used in this 
region were prepared as those in the visible region except using the 
composite reagent made for the U.V. region. 
Solutions in this region arf:! made to contain 0, 2, 5,, 10 and 15 
µ.g/ml,total fluoride ion concentration. 
Absorbance readings for a11· solutions were taken at least after 
30 minutes of make-up and not more than one day, 
9 
Deionized water was used as a blank. 
Stoichiometry of all solutions prepared a;re given in Tables I and 
II. 
Procedure 
Absorbance data were taken on a DU-Spectrophotometer using a Tung-
esten lamp in the visible region and a mercury lamp in the ultra-violet 
region. In the visible, data were taken with a constant sU.t width of 
0 .02. In the ultra-violet the slit was increased very sli.ghtly as the 
wavelength was decreased to give the sensitivity required. 
Absorbance readings were taken at least 30 minutes after prepara-
tion of solutions and not more than 24 hours. · The pH of the solution 
was adjusted to the required value on a pH meter as described in the 
preparation of solutions. 
In the visible region rea.dings were taken from 650 mµ. to 400 ~ by 
varying the wavelength by 10 mµ. at a time. · In the, ultra-violet region 
absorbance readings wel;'e taken from 350 mµ, to .Z30 mµ. by varying the 
wavelength by 5 mµ.·at a time. 
The .same procedure was used for all. solutions prepared. 
Deionized w,ater was used as a blank, 
For each solution prepared, absorbance data were arranged in a 
matrix form with 5 different pH values and 26 wavelengths tn tlte vis-
ible and 15 wavel1;mgths in the ultra-violet. 
The ume data were useq in the determination of rank of ~trix, 
in the three dimensional plots and were also plotted as a function of 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
.Solutions with no Fluoride Ion 
1: 1 Ce (III) .-Alizarin Complexone in the Visible Region. --Absorbance 
readings were plotted versus wavelength in Fig. 1. · The absorbance 
matrix is given in Table VI. By increasing the pH by .5 units at a 
time, the maximumabsorbancevalues ipcreased. 
At pH 5, the wavelength of maximum absorbance was at about 520 mµ.. 
As the pH was increased a shift of wavelength toward higher values was 
observed. The wavelength of maximum absorbance at pH 6 was at 540 mµ.. 
At 480 mµ. a,rr isobestic point was observed. 
. ,~ . 
1:1 Ce(III)_Alizarin Complexone in the.Ultra-Violet Region.--
Absorbance versus wavelength were plotted in Fig. 2. The absorbance 
matrix is given in Table XIII. 
The wavelength of maximumabsorbance at pH 4 was about 263 mµ., 
while at pH 5.5 it shifted to 268 mµ.. 
Solutions with Fluoride lon in the Visible Region 
2 µ.g/ml F'".--This solution was 1.00 x 10-4 Min Ce(IlI) _Alizarin 
complexone and 1.052 x 10-4 M total fluoride ion concentration. The 
absorbance matri:ic is given in Table VIII. 
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Figure 2. Plot of Absorbance vs. Wavelength for 1: 1 C~ (III) -
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maximum absorbance increased by increasing the pH value. A much small-
er increase in maximum absorbance occurred by changing the pH from 5,5 
to 6 compared to the change of absorbance value when the pH was changed 
from 4.0 to 4.5 or from 4.5 to 5.0. 
Wavelength of maximum absorbance was found to be between 560 and 
570 mµ.. An isobestic point was observed at 500 mµ.. A shoulder at 
about 590 mµ. was also observed for all the pH values. 
20 µ,g/ml F-. --This solution was 1.00 x 10-4 M in Ce (III) -Alizarin 
complexone and 10.52 x 10·4 Min total fluoride ion concentration.· The 
absorbance matrix is given in Table XII. 
Absorbance plotted versus wavelength is given in Fig. 4. The 
wavelength of maximum absorbance was aho between 560-570 mµ., and did 
not change by increasing the fluoride ion concentration. 
Maximum absorbance values increased by increasing the pH of solu-
tion. At this high concentration of total fluoride ion, changing the 
pH had a much larger effect on the value of maximumabsorbance. 
An isobestic point was also observed at 500 mµ.. But here at pH 4 
no shoulder at 590 mµ. was observed. By increasing the pH the shoulder 
reappeared and was very much pronounced at pH 5. At the lower pH 
values the shape of the curve was similar to that of solutions with no 
fluoride ion, even the color of solution was reddish, which could mean 
that very small.amount o;E the fluoride ion was present in the blue 
complex form. As the pH of the solution was increased, the blue color 
appeared again so did the shoulder in the curve. '.rhis could also be 
explained that as the pH wa.s increased, more of the fluoride ion was 
being complexed. 
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Solutions with Fluoride Ion in the Ultra-Violet Region 
2 µ.g/ml F-. --This solution was • 502 x 10-4 M in Ce (III) -Alizar:i,.n 
complexone and 1.00 x .10-4 M in total fluoride ion concentration. 
The absorbance mat:i;-ix is given.in Table XIV. 
17 
Absorbance was plotted versus wavelength _in Fig. 5 .. Wavelength of 
maximum absorbance was about 275 mµ. and an·isobestic point was at 265 
mµ.. A minimum absorbance or a dip was observed at about 245 mµ.. 
Increasing the pH, absorban_ce values increased at the maximum and 
decreased at the minimum. 
10 µ.g/ml F'."' .... -This solution was .502 x 10-4 M in Ce (III) -Alizarin 
complexone and 5.26 x 10-4 -Min total fluoride ion concentration. -The 
absorbance matrix for this solution is given in Table XVI. 
Absorbance was plotted versus wavelength in. Fig. 6. Wavelength of· 
maximum absorbance was again at 275 mµ. and did not change when the 
fluoride ion concentration was changed. An isobestic point at 265 mµ. 
and a dip at 245 mµ. was also observed. 
Maximum absorbance increased by increasing the pH from 4.0-5.0 and 
did not change much .by cha:nging the pH f;r.cxn 5. 0 tQ 5. 5. 
-Plots of Absorbance Versus pH 
Visible Region. --A plot of absorbance values at 560 mµ,versus pH 
is given in Fig. 7. 
At a low concentrat:i,on of fluoride io11 (2 µ.g/ml), increasing the 
pH gave an increase in the absorbance. Changing the pH from 4 to 5 gave 
a linear increase in absorbance. 
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Figure 5. Plot of Absorbance vs, Wavelength for2 µ.g/ml F in 
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pH from 4.5 to 5 gave a sharp rise in absorbance. This coµld indicate 
the presence of _two forms or two colors of the absorbing species below 
pH 4 .5 and above pH s. This color change was visible and it changed 
from wine-red at low pH to blue _at higher pH values. The wine red is 
the color of the reagent and the blue is the color of the ternary 
fluoride complex. 
Ultra Violet Region. --A plot of absorbance at 275 mµ. versus pH is 
: 
given in Fig. 8 for 2 and 15 µ,g/ml total fluoride ion concentration. A 
rapid increase of absorbance occurred when the pH was changed from 4 
to 4.5. Changing the pH from 5.0 to 6 did not change the absorbance 
value very much. 
lank of Matrix 
Wallace and Katz (8) developed a computer program for the deter-
mination of the number of independent absorbing species present in an 
absorbance matrix. Absorbance data for a series of solutions as a 
function of wavelength are arranged in a matrix form. This matrix is 
then subjected to computer analysis for .the determination of the rank 
of matrix and the number of absorbing species. 
Both A(ij)' the absorbance matrix and S(ij)' the error matrix are 
reduced to form reduced A(ij) and reduced S(ij). From the observation 
of both reduced matrices, the rank of the system could be determined. 
Table VI gives A(ij) and S(ij) matrices. Table VII gives the reduced 
A(ij) and S(ij), the rank of this table .is equal to 3. An outline and 
detailed description of the above method is given by Veatch (9). 




Wallace and Katz (8) used an error of :l:0.003 absorbance units in 
their program. Veatch (9) did a stqdy on the error as a function of 
the rank value. A mean value of ::().025 absorbance uqits was used in 
his work. A loop was added to the original program for the determina-
tion of error by Varga and Veatch (12). 
The error in absorbance readings was calculated from the follQWing 




T log T 
where ~ = the relative concentration error 
C 
T = transmittance 
t).T = photometric error 
At a constant photometric error, the relative error is large when 
the transmittance is very high or very low, and would approach infinity 
as the transmittance· approached O or 100% (absorbance approached inf in-
ity or O); a ndnimum-errC)r is attained at a transmittance of about 37% 
(absorbance;;; 0.434~). Minimum error at 1% photc;>m@~ric error corre-
spop.ds to 2.72% relative error. 
The value of relative error does not change appreciably from an 
absorbance of 0.24 to 0.70. 
A_ plot of relative error at constant photometric error versus 
percent transmittance is given by Ayres (10). 
From the above equation, Varga and Veatch (12) derived an equation 
for the calculation of error in absorbance readings. The derived equa-
tion was used in the Rank program for the calculation of S(:ij) matrix. 
where 
A(.') 
s(ij) = .43429 x 6T x 10 1 J 
6T = photometric error 
A(ij) = absorbance reading 
S(ij) = error in absorbance reading 
24 
A study of the value of photometric error to be used was done and 
the results are given in Table III. 
Ten values of, 6T from 0.001 - 0.010 were used. The rank was 
constant and equal to 2 when the photometric error was varied from 
0.004 - 0.010 as shown in the right hand column of Table III. 
A value of 0,.006 was accepted and used for all the rank evaluation 
in subsequent work. 
The study of the effect of 6T on the rank value was done on one 
solution which was 1:1 Ce(III)~Alizarin complexone of 0.502 x 10-4 M. 
TABLE III 
PHOTOMETRIC ERROR SIZE AND RANK OF ABSORBANCE MATRIX 
0 .0502 x 10-4 M Ce (III) -Alizarin Complexone 
6T 













Three Dimensional Plotting Program 
A listing of the plotting program used is given inAppendix B. 
Plotting the spectrophotometric data in three dimensions was helpful in 
studying absorbance matrices. Using the rank program the number of 
absorbing species could be determined. By the help of the three di-
mension plots, species were identified by observing the peaks and val-
leys and where they occur. 
Each absorbance matl."ixwas plotted separately. Wavelength in 
millimicrons, solutions of different pH value with constant fluoride 
ion concentration and absorbance on the y, x and z axes. 
The curves in those plots represented the points of equal absorb-
ance values (isoabsorbance lines) resembling the contours on a topo-: 
graphical map. A shaded area in those plots represented a valley, 
Three Dimensional Plots in the Visible 
1. 1.0 x 10-4 M Ce(III) -Alizarin Complexone: The contour map i$ 
given in Fig. 9 and 'the absorbance matrix is given.in Table VI. 
Maximum absorbance increased as pH increased, the highest 
value was at pH 5 and 540 mµ.~ A ridge was observed at 480 mµ.. 
2. 2 µ.g/ml Total Fluor;ide lon Concentration: The contour map is 
given in Fig. 10 and the absorbance matrix is given in'TableVIII. 
The rank of this matrix is 2. 
Maximum absorbance increased as the pH was increased. A peak 
was at pH 5.5 - 6 and a wavelength of 560 mµ.. A ridge was at 
about 500 mµ.. 
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Figure 9. Contour Map of the 1.00 x 10-4 M Ce(III)~Alizarin Complexone 
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given in Fig. _11; the absorbance matri~ is in Table IX. 
The rank of matrix is 2. The peak now extends to be from pH 
5.0 - 6.0. Wavelengths of maximum absorbance did not change by 
·changing the fluoride ion concentration. 
4. 10 µ.g/ml Total Fluoride Ion Concentration: The contour map is 
given in Fig. 12; the absorbance matrix is in Table X, 
The rank of matrix is _2. The peak here was on the pH value 
of 6 and on the same wavelength.· 
5. 15 Hig/ml Total Fluoride Ion Concentration: The contour map is 
in Fig, 13; the absorbance matrix is in Table XI. 
The rank of matrix is equal to 2. This plot was similar to 
Fig. 12; only the whole peak was shifted toward a higher pH. 
Three Dimensional Plots in the Ultra Violet 
1. 0.502 x 1_p-4 M Ce(III) -Alizarin ComElE;xope: The contour map is. 
given in Fig. 14; the absorbance matrix is in Table XIII. Rank 
of matrix is 2. 
In this plot two peaks at 265 mµ. and a valley at 245 mµ. wel;'e 
observed. The first peak was at pH 4.5, the second was at pH 6.0 
and a valley extended from pH S.O - 6,0, 
2. 2 µ.g/ml Total Fluoride Ion Concentration: The contour map is in 
Fig. 15 and the absorbance matrix is in Table XIV. The rank of 
this matrix is equal to 2. 
A peak at about 275 mµ. and a valley at about 240 mµ. were 
observed. Maximum absorbance increased as the pH was increased, the 
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0.3004.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
pH 
4 . . . 0-4 . (III) . Figure 1. Contour Map of 0.502 x 1 M Ce -Alizarin Complexone 
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Figure 17. Contour Map of 10 µg/ml F- Absorbance of Table XVI in the 
UV. l,.) \J1 
36 
3. 5 µ,g/ml Total Fluoride Ion Concentration: The contour map is in 
Fig. 16; the absorbance matrix is in Table XV. The rank of matrix 
is equal to 2. 
Maximum absorbap,ce was at the same wavelength as in Fig. 15, 
butt.he peak here was of the same height from pH 4.5 .. 6. 
4. 10 µ,g/ml Total Fluoride Ion Concentration: The contour map is 
given in Fig, 17; the absorbance matrix is in Table XVI. Rank of 
matrix equals to 2. 
Maximum absorbance increased as the pH was increased. The 
highest value was at pH= 6. The valley was of the same depth 
from pH 4. 5 - 6and a ridge at about 250 mµ.. 
Calculation of Free Fluoride Ion.Concentration at Maximum Absorb-
ance. --For all the solutions prepared, c1;1lcu,lat;i.ons of free fluoride 
-
ion at the wavelength of maximum absorbance and at all the pH values 
studied was done by using equations (1), (2), and (3). Ternary 
fluoride complex is abbreviated as Ce.-AC-F. 
HF .::i: H+ + F 
Ka= [H7~F~F-J (1) 
CF_ = [HF] + [F-] + [Ce-AC-F] •....•... (2) 
·[ce - Ac - F] = ! . 
. . € 
. • • 'Cl • • ' Ill . • • • • • • • (3) 
CF-= [HF]+ [F-] + ~ 
= [H+] [F - ] + + ! Ka [F-] e 
C .. ! 
[F-] = Tu!.1 e 
Ka + 1 
37 
where = total fluoride ion concentration 
= lo -3. 62 ( . f ) given in re erence 11 
€570 = molar absorptivity of Ce - Ac F at 570 mµ, 
€275 = molar absorptiyi ty of Ce .. Ac F at 275 mµ, 
[irl-J = measured with pH meter 
A = absorbance value at a certain pH and total fluoride 
ion concentration. 
Calculation of Molar Absorptivity: The molar absorptivity at the 
wavelength of maximum absorption, 570 mµ. in the visible and 275 mµ, in 
the ultra violet regions was done by assuming that at high fluoride 
ion concentration all the Ce(III)_Alizarin complexone was in the form 
of the ternary fluoride complex. 
The absorbance value at 570 mµ, for the 20 µ,g/ml F- in the visible 
region, and the absorbance value cl,t 275 mµ, for 15 µ,g/ml F- in the 
ultra-violet, both solutions at pH= 6 were used in the calculation of 
molar absorptivity using the equations below: 
A 
€ = --------[Ce-AC-F] 
0.800 8 103 Molar absorptivity in the visible 
€570 = 1.00 10-4 = X X at 570 m,µ,. 
= 
1.37 2.73 104 Molar absorptivity.in the 
€275 10 .. 4 = X 0 .502 X ultra-violet at 275 mµ,. 
The results of the calculations of free fluoride ion are given in 
Table IV and Table V. By looking at the value of the free fluoride in 
Table IV, it can be seen that when the molar ratio of (F-) :(Ce111 -
Alizarin complexone) was less than 1:1, the free fluoride concentration 
decreased on the pH values was increased. Meaning that at higher pH, 
38 
more of the ternary fluoride complex is being formed. When the molar 
ratio of (F-) : (c/III) -Alizarin complexone) was more than 1: 1, increas-
ing the pH value gave a higher fluoride ion concentration in solution 
according to the reaction: 
HF +F 
When the [H+] is decreased or the pH is increased, more of the 
HF will dissociate to give a higher concentration of fluoride ion in 
solution. 
The above calculation shows that the fluoride ion reacts with the 
reagent in a 1:1 ratio, this agrees with what has been found by Leonard. 














MOLARITY X 10-4 FREE FLUORIDE ION CONCENTRATION AT 570 m.µ 
1.00 x 10-4 M Ce(III)•ALIZARIN COMPLru(ONS 
-4 . 
Molarit~ x 10 Total Fluoride Ion Concentration 
1.052 2.630 
·s 5.26 7.89 
0.229 1.30 3.159 5.078 
0.199 1.518 3.762 6.018 
0.176 1.641 4.173 6. 723 
0.138 1.642 4.238 6.827 
0.126 1.683 4.256 6.877 
TABLE V 
MOLARITY X 10·4 FREE FLUORIDE ION CO~CENTRATION AT 275 m~ 
0.502 x 10·4 M Ce(III)_ALIZARIN COMPLEXONE 
Molarit~ x 
-4 . 
10 Total Fluoride Ion Concentration 
1.052 2.630 5.26 
0.446 1.555 3.414 
0.506 1.838 4.091 
0.553 2.052 4.570 
0.562 2.100 4.690 















INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Summary and Conclusion 
The number of absorbing species present in the .solutions that con-
tain fluoride was determined by .the rank program and was equal to two. 
Th ' 'd 'f' d h C (III) Al' ' 1 ose species were 1.. ent1. 1e as t e reagent . e ,. .. 1zar1.n comp ex-
one and the ternary. fluoride complex. 
In both the visible and the ultra-violet regions, it was observed 
from the contour plots that as the pH value was increased, maximum 
absorbance increased;.also when the concentration of fluoride ion was 
increased, higher pH values have the highest 1118Ximum absorbance. This 
could be explained by using the following two equations: 
HF + F 
----
H . + ,_..,,,... 





Looking at both equations it is obvious that when the pH increases 
(decreasing [H+]), both equilibria will shift to the right leading to 
a higher fluoride. ion concentr.ation in the first equation, and higher 
concentration of the ternary fluoride complex in the second equation. 
But when the fluoride ion concentration increases, the direction of 
reaction in the first equation will be to the left while in the second 
equation it will be to the right. From the experimental results, 
40 
41 
increasing the fluoride :ton. concentration in the permissible range, 
gave an increase in maximum absorbance. Therefore, the second equation 
is the one that explains the system more closely. 
Actually the formation of the ternary fluoride complex does not 
include a displao~ment of hydrogen·by a fluoride ion, but it is due .to 
. the strong electrophilic properties of the fluoride ato~ (3)~ From the 
structural formula of the ternary fluoride complex, we can see that a 
partial double bond could be formed between the oxygen and the metal. 
Electrons will be attracted from the 1-hydt-oxyl group, and this will 
help the deprotonation of this hydroxyl ~roup. 
0 
The structure of the resulting compound will be similar to that 
of the free Alizarin complexon'.e at pH~ 13, that is the I-4 form which 
is also blue. 
Ternary .Fluoride COll!Plex -4 · I . at pH ~ 13 
TABLE VI 
































4.0 4.5- !i. Q 5.5 6.Q 
_Jh_Q7500000 o.o6ooflono o. 0_?.100000 o.o6s;ooooo 0.06800000 
o.os400000 0 • 01!1,000llO o.011qonooo O.O'l500000 0.10200000 
0.11300000 0.1170001)() f), l 240'")1)0 O. l HOOOOO 0.15000000 
0.15400000 0.16700000 0.111000000 0.20000000 o. 21100000 
0.20000000 o.221ooono 0.24600000 0317400000 o.2qs;ooooo 
(l. ~'•500000 o.1u.ooooo 0,30700000 0.34500000 0.37000000 
o.2q4ooooo o.1Bonooo f), 31>0001)00 0. ,. 00000()0 ll.43000000 
0.32000000 o. l64'l0000 0.40W)J100 0.452001)00 0.4R'>OOOOO 
o.3~400000 0,4020001)/) 0,4'i200000 0.504001)00 o.,;4100000 
\ O."AROOOOO o.,.4s;ooooo o. 4<)000000 o.r;soooooo o.o;qoooooo 
0.42000000 0.4hl00flt:i0 0.5100001')0 o.s;qoooooo o.~2000000 
0.43600000 0.49000000 O. 'ittROOOOO 0.60000000 0,61000000 
o.44,;00000 0 • 4Q60001)0 o.'i4aooooo o.i;qaooooo 0.62000000 
0.45000000 0.49600000 0.53800000 o.s;1aooooo 0.60000000 
0.44<100000 0.41180001)0 o. •;;,000000 o.c;r;oooooo o. 56?.00000 
0.44'i00000 o.41000.000 0, '•'>000!')00 o.'ioaoorJoo o. 5?.')00000 
~.47300000 0.44100000 0,45000000 0.45AOOOOO 0.41>00001)0 
0.39600000 0.41000000 0.4011001)00 0,40600000 o.4o·rnoooo 
0.36600000 0 • 36(,00000 0.1%0001')0 o. 3_50001)00 o.34c;ooooo 
"'-o:-33'i00000 o.Jiaooooo 0.31200000 0,30000000 o.?.9500000 
o. ::rnr;ooooo 0,29000000 o. 27200000 0.25700000 o.;,soooooo 
~2FIOOOOOO o.2Mooooo 0,24100000 0,22500000 0:22000000 
0.20000000 0.'?3700000 o. ,?;,('1(')0000 0,20500000 0.19'100000 
0.24500000 o.2nooo;)O 0.20400000 0.19000000 0.18100000 
o. 23.500000 0,20AOOOOO 0,19200000 0,17800000 0, 1 7?00000 
0.227()0000 0.?0400000 0, I 9700000 0.1,c;ooooo 0.11000000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00109693 o.onzg911q 0.00274746 0.00302&43 0,00104741 
0.00316178 0.00117637 0.003191!19 0.00374?.RA 0,0032'l,'>7 
0.00118011 0.001411,q o.001466q2 0.001,1~16 o.0016no11 
0.00371~76 0,00182764 0.00394195 0.00412982 0,00473576 
0,00412982 0,00413442 0,0045912'i 0.0048Q70l O,OO'il1q62 
o.oo45R069 o.no,91q~1 o.no5?8361 o,00576675 o.nD610A4c; 
o.ooso11oa o.onr;4s1qn o.00596Q4\ 0,0065451? n.00101144 
-o.00'544416 o.oOM24640.0066670l 0.00737787 !l,0079n033 
0,005A87'i0 0.00657553 1).00737787 o.OOA31632 n.ooqOQ76q 
' 0.00616694 0.007~5991 0,00805?51, 0.00924551 0,01011750 
0.00685179 o.001s121n n.ooss2q40 0.01013150 o.01os675l 
0.00111101 0,00805?51 0.00920303 0.01037364 0.01111555 
0.00125991 o.oon1M'>.1 o.oono103 o.0103;,o;q7 0.010116253 
'o;o1f'n43q7 o.oosn,4'>3 O,OOAQ935'i O.OOCl8612.3 0,01037364 
0.00732708 0.009015~1 0.00862842 0.00924551 0.00950454 
0.00725991 0,007b9008 0.00805251 O.OOA39327 0.001!6?842 
o.00690l30 0.00119135 0.00114197 o.0014ao51 0.00151504 
0.0064853? 0.00669778 0.00666701 0.00663~38 o.00~59069 
0.001,0524,; 0.00605245 o.oosq146R o.oo5aJJ53 0.00576675 
0.00563548 0.00554538 o.06c;344~0 0.00519913 0.00513962 
0.00525934 0.005011019 0,00487451 0.00470903 o.0046l373 
~0~00496514 o.oo4f4T67-o.n647f:l870 0,00437453 o.00432445 
0.00474167 o.0044q1os 0.00432445 0.00417764 o.l'lo411os4 
0.0045A064 0.00415441 0.00416303 0.00403581 0.001'l7129 
0.00447642 0,00420660 0.00405444 0.00392581 0.00387196 
-0.0043Q472 0.004[6803 0.00400803 0.003898'l0 0.0018541.,-
42 
TABLE VII 
REDUCED ABSORBANCE ANDS ERROR MATRIX FOR Ce(III)_ 
ALIZARIN COMPLEXONE IN THE VISIBLE 



























0.6,.000000 o.,.v,00000 0.54801)()00 0.4Ql)00000 0.60()00000 
0.00000000 O.l319R413 O. O'i453%9 0.09555556 0.01890476 
0.00000000 O.OOO!J()On0-0.04769470-0.01311702-0.00376385 
0.00000000 0.00000000 o.00000000-0.01317754 0.0012<,221 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.00000000-0.-00594319 
0.00000000 0.000000')0 0.00000000 o.oooooooo-o.ooi;o16t.l 
0.00000()00 0.00()00000 o.000000no 0~00000000-0.00684534 
o.ooooonoo O.OOO()O()f')O 0.00000000 0.00000000~0.00106459 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.00000000-0.00926733 
o.oooMooo 0.00000000 1).00000000 o.00000000-0.00135504 
0.00000000 0.00000000 o.onoooooo o.00000000-0.00165221 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.00000000-0.00669895 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.no~?.3665 
0.00000000 0.00()00000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.001Al068 
0.00000000 0 • ()1)1)1)001)0 0.1)0000000 1).00000000 0.()067.0447 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 O. 00()6 B2 20 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00493386 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 l').00000000 0.00559,;i;o 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 O.QOOOOOOO 0.0033R672 
0.00000000 o.ooonoono 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00053464 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.oooooooo-o.001ao13R 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.oooooooo-o.002R3~37 
0.00000000 0.00100000 0.00000000 o.oooooooo-o.()Ol44459 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.oooooooo-o.0012qoo6 
0.00000000 0. 00000000 1).000000()0 n.00000000-0.00~173?0 
0.00000000 0.0000001'\0 ().01)()00000 o.oooooooo-o.002639Bl 
REDUCED S MATRIX 
0.01111555 0.00111101 0.00920103 o.ooAos~~l 0.01037364 
0.00000000 0.00743141 o.00A2so15 0.00779641 o.ooq1317~ 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.-00476857 0.00531459 0.004A9ll8 
O. 00000000 0. 00000000 o. 00000000 0 .o 2006:\70 o. o:M7".i~ 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.nnooonoo o.011ns111 
0.00000000 0.00000010 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.ot~l60q9 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.onoooooo o.ol'tO'i470 
0 0 00000000 0~00000000 0.00000000 0.01)000000 O.Ol5A1133 
0.00000000 o.n0oooono 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.ot7996A7 
-o:Oifoooooo 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.o;,io9ns 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.onoooooo o.007q339s 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.ooR41979 
0.00000000 o.ooooonno 0.00000000 o.on~ooooo 0.02110131 
0.00000000 0.000000-00 0.00000000 0.00000600 0.02107053 
0.00000000 0.00000000 n.00000000 0.00000000 o.()2118399 
0.00000000 o.ooorioono o.nooooooo o.nonoonoo o.01qR1211 
0.00006000 0.00000000 6.00000000 0.00000000 0.01898744 
0.00000000 0.0001)00()0 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.02140846 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.0101677.0 
0.()0000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.01448726 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.00~01021 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.01255597 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.01388156 
0.00000000 o.oooooono 0.00000000 0.00000000 o.01~34995 
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 6.00000000 0.01667229 





ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 2 µg/ml F ANDS ERROR 
MATRIX IN THE VISIBLE 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6,0 
650 --=-0.:..• =--17=-'l"-'0=-'0::..:0::..:0:..:;0'-"0c:c•~l_c:_9.:.:.60"'--IJ 01)0 0.? OA_,0'--'0'-'0'-'-0;;..;0:........:0c:::•..::2..:.;2c:,3..::0..::0-=.0..:::0..:::0._:.:0.:..• :..2:..2c:.50::.c0::.:0:c.:O,c;O::__ 
. 640 0.23100000 0.21000000 o.2cioooooo 0.30300000 o. ·H200000 
630 0.30000000 0.35400000 /J,379oaooo 0.39500000 o.40000000 
620' 0.37600000 0.44700000 0.46800000 0.48800000 0.49AOOOOO 
610 _ 0.43000000 o.50500000 0,54400000 0.56000000 o.s1000000 
600 o.4aoooooo o.~soooooo o,58000000 0.60400000 0.61200000 
590 o.51000000 0.5R?.OOOOO 0,61700000 0.63900000 o.65000000 
580 0.55000000 0.62001)01)0 1).66000000 0.69000000 0.69800000 
570 0.50500000 o.65qooooo 0,69500000 0.13000000 0.14000000 
560 0.60000000 0.66500000 0,70000000 0.73000000 0.74000000 
550 0.51200000 0,6~600000 1),66200/JOO 0.~9000000 0,70000000 
540 o,56000000 0.60200000 0.62200000 o.64000000 o.~5800000 
530 0,53200000 0,56800000 0,59001)000 0,60000000 0,61200000 
520 o.sooooooo 0.52100000 0,53200000 0.54700000 o,55qooooo 
510 0,45ROOOOO 0.47000000 0.47000000 0,4R200000 0.49000000 
500 0~42000000 0.420001)00 0,42000000 0.42200000 0.43000000 
490 0.37600000 0.17400000 0.16700000 0.36500000 0.37400000 
480 0,33900000 0.33000000 0.31ROOOOO 0,31500000 0,11700000 
470 0,30400000 0.28700000 0.27500000 0,26700000 0.?6900000 
.460 0.27500000 0.25400000 0,23600000 0,22600000 0,22800000 
450. 0.25500000 0.22900000 0.20900000 o.19aooooo 0.19100000 
440 0.24300000 0.21600000 0.1%00000 o.1a600000 0.10100000 
430 0.23700000 0.21000000 0,19000000 0.17500000 0,17400000 
420 0.23700000 0.21000000 0,18700000 0,17200000 0,16800000 
410 0.23000000 0.20400000 O,IR3000'00 0,16000000 0.16400000 
400 0.23500000 0.20400000 0.18300000 0.16600000 0.16000000 
0.00386306 0.004091,6 0.00420660 0.00435443 0.00437453 
0,00443538 0,004A5211 0.0050A079 0.00573517 0~00534480 
0.00519913 0,005AA750 0,00623636 0.00647040 0.0065~532 
0.00619343 0.00720993 0.00765475 O,OOA01551 o.ooq202ll 
o.00714383 O.OOA~3549 o.ooqllA66 o.009460R7 0,0096Rl24 
0.007R692l 0.009?4551 0.00990675 0.01046962 0.01066427 
o.00A43201 o.ooq95247 0.01066427 o.ot114a31 0.01161941 
0,00924551 0,01086253 0,01191053 0.01276236 O.Ol?.99963 
0.01002146 0.01185581 0,01291014 0.01399365 0,01431961 
0.01037364 O.Ol204A45 6:01305964 O.Ol39Q365 0,01431961 
. 0.00995247 0.01177019 0,01196551 0,01276236 0.01105964 
0,00946087 0.01042152 0.01091267 0,01137447 O.Oll855Al 
o.ooaA70l5 n.oo9n3676 0.01013750 0.01037364 0.01066427 
o.00824007 o.OOA6AA?3 p.OOAA7015 0.00918!87 o.00943911 
0.00748051 o.0016qooa o.no769008 0.00190553 o.ooA05251 
0.00085379 0.00685379 o.oo6A5379 o.oo6RA.541 0.00101344 
0,00619343 0.006)6497 0.00606()40 0.()()603115.3 0,0.0616.497 
0.00568763 0.00557097 0.00541915 0.00538184 0.00540669 
0,00524724 0.00504581 0.00490830 0,00481871 0,00484096 
0.00490830 0.00467661 0.00448674 0,00438461 0,00440485 
0,00468739 0.00441500 0.00421630 0.004110A4 0.00410139 
0,00455965 0.00428481. 0.00409196 0,00399881 0,00395304 
0.00449708 0,00472602 0,00403581 0,00389880 0.00388983 
0,00449708 0,00427602 0.00400803 0,003A7196 0.00383646 
o.rio44?518 o.oo416A03 0.00191129 0.00376644 o.001ao129 





ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 5 µg/ml F ANDS ERROR 
MATRIX IN THE VISIBLE 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
650 o.202ociooo 0.21900000 o.23Rooooo o.7.ir;500000,o.2650oooo 
· 640 ~--=o~. 2:".6:'":a::-::0:-:0-:-00::-:0=-. -;;oc=-.-=-2q=-:A=-=oc::o-=-o-=--oo=-::o;.;:c.~3 c:c-7. 6':'-:oc-::o'-::'o"'="o~o -=o;..::.""="3~4 2a:..:o;.:;o:..:.:o:.;,.o:;:.o .;..:o;.:.~,..:::.42.;..;o;.:o~o.::.o=-o -
630 0.34300000 0.37500000 0.42200000 0.44600000 0 0 4JAOOOOO 620'~.~~~~=-=--;-=.~~c..:;.=.:-.;:..-:~-=.=..::=.::,:.:::.==~.:_;...:.:::.!:~~..:!..!.;::.,:;:.:.!.::..:~~ 
o.43000000 0.41000000 o.s1000000 o.54600000 o.53800000 
610. c,.4a200000 o.51600010 o.ir;qoooooo 0.61200000 0.1,noooooo 600 -=--:=-=-=~~. ~-=-~~~~.=...;~..:;.::..:,;.;.;;-,;..:..;;..;,:;.;:;.::;.;:;~_.:.,:::.;.:.:::.;:,;.;;;::..=..:::.:..._ 0.52200000 0.57100000 0.62100000 0.65000000 0.63600000 
590· o.5s200000 o.6osooooo o.65000000 o.haoooooo o.66qooooo 5 80 -0="'.'""'i;,...,,1_,,.6..,,..o""""oo"""'o"""'o,---co..;.. • ..:..64=.s:...;;o;..;;o..c:o.;:;.o.;;..o -'o::...:.'-"1,:.;__q=4.cc..o o::...:o"""o'""o'-"'-o-=-. 1:.:..1.;;.;o::.::o;.:::o-=-,.::..o 0::......:0=-= •..:.:::1-=-1 _:.;oo:.:..o=-=o:.=o;.:::o_ 
570 · 0.63000000 0.68200000 o. 73500000 o. 76200000 0. 7'i000000 5 60 -o,,....'""'6"""3-=2-=-oo"""o""'o=""oc--=o-'-• .,...6 a......;2:...;;0~0-0'~0"""0 -o-=.~1""3"""1..:..0 o;:._o:...;;oc.;;o_..:.o-=-. 1"--'5=-=a:..::o..::o..::.o"'"'oo::....;..;;o=-=.-'-7-=-4"'"',o::...:o:..::o:..;;o-=-0-
550 0.60900000 0.65000000 0.68000000 0.10000000 0.6CJ500000 540 -~o~.=se~.2~0~0~0~0~0;-;;o-.~t,~O~CJ~oo~.o~o~o:;,.....;o~.-t,~3~0~0~0~0~0~0-0~· .~6~5~o~o=-=o=-=o;.:::o~o...:.o~.6~4~?~o~o=-=o=-=o~o:..... 
530 0.54200000 o.S6Rooooo o.a;qoooooo o.6001Jooo1Jo.60000000 
· 520 --=-o;..;.5~0~2~0...co~o-=-o-=-o-o=-.:_:~~.2~0-=o-=-o-=-o:...:oo;;:_;o;;_;:.::...:5;..:3-=-o-=-o-=-oo.=.._o~o:..---:o~.~s-=3-=-60.=..o:...:o~o~o;_;::o~.~5~~.o~o~o=-=o::...:o-=-o-
··· 510 _.,,.o.o...4..,..5.,..5=".o=-=o=-=o=-=o=-=o,--,o""" •...,.4..,,.h~o'-oo.;c..o;,.-oc...co.;.___;o;._;._;,....c6-',5-c-o..,..o-=-o-"-oo-"--o.;..;."--4'-6'--4;._;0..;:o..;;;o..;:o-=-o-o=-· =-·4"""7:...:1::...;o;;_;:o;._;o;._;o..;:o_ 
.500 0.41000000 0.40800000 0.40500000 0.40600000 0.41000000 
490 o.J65ooooo o.36?00000 o.3,;200000 o.34Rooooo 0.35500000 
480 o.3?600000 o.31aooooo· 0.30200000 0.29600000 0.30100000 
· 470 o.2aaooooo o.i,100000 o.2saooooo o.2soooooo o.2s100000 
460 · · 0.26000000 0.24400000 0.22200000 0.2110000.0 0.22000000 
.450 0.24000000 0.22100000 O.JCJRIJOOOO O.l9000QOO 0.19400000 440 .-.-=-o.z... 2=-3~10'-o-o'-"o'-"o--=o'"".-"2""'1-=-o.::..oo.:;_o"""o"-o:;__:o::...: • ....:1-'a-1-=-o-=-o-=-o-"-oo-"-.-o.:;..;.:...:.1=-1:....:4::...:0....:o....:o-=-o..::.o__:_o=-.1=-a:;_o:...:o:....:o;_:o;_;o-=o........;.· 
430 0.22600000 0.26100000 0~18200000 0.1,000000 0.)7400000 
420 · o.22600000 o.?000000~ o.1A200000 0.16100000 0.11400000 
.410. 0.22000000 0~19600000 0.17500000 0.16700000 0.16000000 400 -. o-.-z-_3_5_0~0-o_o_o_.-o-.~20-6~1J-o~o-o-o-o~.~.-a-s-oo-o-o-o-""o-'.-'1~1_;1_0~0~0-oo-o'-.=-1~6'-1-o-'o-o-o-=-o-
ORIGINAL s MATRIX 
0.004141188 ·0.00431451 o.oM'50745 0.004687.39 0.00479657 
0.00482'182 O.OO'i.171525 O.OO"i'5l990 0.00572705 0.0057'-705 
O.OO'i7402!1 0.00617()18 0.0068Rl54":J 0.1)0727664 1).00714381 
0.00701344 O. 0076C)00A o.ooa5so11 0.00916075 ·0.000993'55 
o .• 001qo5,;1 o.ooaqs223 0.01013750 0.010661+27 o.010'3nM 
O.OOB1>6fl?4 0.009703% 0.01088757 0.01163'>41 0.01121019 
Oo00CJ288l9 o.oM49376 o.0116n41 o.ot?47lA6 o. 01 u,;c;iq1 
0.010278'53 O.Oll'i0618 O.Ot2f3R045 0. Ol ::199'Vi°ii 0.01336383 
0.0111155'> 0.01252'-1'12 o.Ol415'i69 0.01506%8 0.0146531'5 
0.01116686 O.Ol252<J'i2 O.Ol4025CJ1 0.01492,;sa 0 0 01448'i42 
O.OIO'iCJOA6 O.Oll63q41 O.Ol247lB6 o.OJ 305964 0.01291014 
0.009<J524 7 o.ot05C)Oll6 0.01111555 O.Oll63q41 O.llll4?697 
0.00907676 0.00%31,76 0.010137,;o 0.01037364 0.01037164 
o.ooa21011 o.00%2a,.2 o.ooM7'>40 0.008<>5221 0.00901506 
0.0074?901 0.00751504 O. 007t,M06 0.1)1)7"i8457 0.00770781 
0.00669778 0.00"66701 O.OOM?l l l 0.00.663~38 O.OM69778 
O.Q0603R5'.i o.oor;q%q6 0.00586045 .0.005R067'? 0.00590107 
0.00551990 0.0054191'> O.OO"i21ll3 o.oor.15141 0.00523517 
0.00505744 0. OOt+q 3096 0.00471988 0.00463173 0.00'+70903 
0.00474167 o.004,;1-016 0.00434441 0.00424557. 0.0043?-445 
0.00452826 0.00433442 0.00411084 o.004035Rl 0.00407116 
0.00443538 0.00,.22602 IJ.00400A03 0.00388QIB 0.00194395 
o.00438461 o.0041%q2 0.00396215 0.001!15417 0.001A8983 
0.00438461 0.004 P9A2 0.003%215 O.OO":JR276't o.oo.1aaqa3. 
o. 0043 ?. 1+45 0.00409196 0.00'311Q880 0.00382764 0.00376644 





ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 10 µg/ml F ANDS ERROR 
MATRIX IN THE VISIBLE 
4.0 4,5 5,0 5,5 6,0 
~gg t}; ~ ggggg g: ~ ~6gg g,~~~g=-·-g-,-':C.-,~~~c-'~=-g-'g'---g~g~.g~g...:;:..c,~...,;j....::..::.~..=.g-=-g..::.g-=.g......=..g=-: :::..~!.:.~:::..·. ~:;_;gc;.;g::.:g::.:g::_ 
6 30 0. 33 0 000 0 0 0 • 3 90 0 0 0 0 o=--cocc-'."cc4c-c2c-c0c,c0c-o0c-c0c-=0-=0--'-'.C0~·-=4-=4-c-2~0..c.O.::..O_O-'-O_O.:;...:;... 4.;,..4,;..5=-0=-0=-0=-0=-0=---
620 0.41000000 0.4AOOOOOO 0.51500000 0.53200000 0.55200000 
610 ~-o~·-4~7~5~0~-o~o~o~o,......,o~·~s_s-o_o_o-o_o_~o-"o-=-·-5-'-8~2=-o-=-o-=-o-=-oo~o~.~6:::..o:::..s:::..o:::..o:::..o:::..o::.;o:::......:o~.~6~2~s~o~o~o~o~o--
600 0~52000000 0.59000000 0.62000000 o.64Booooo 0.66000000 
590 o.ss200000 0.62000000 o.65000000 o.67600000 o.69500000 
· 580 · 0.59400000 0.66000000 o.r.9000000 0.12400000 o.74600000 
570 0.62900000 0.69900000 o.73AOOOOO o.760doooo 0.7QOOOOOO 
· 5 60 o. 6 3 100 ooo o • 1 o oo o oo=o--'c-o=-. 7=3~0~0~0~0...,0...,0__,,o-. =,~s 6-o~o~o~o....:o--;o-=-• ..,;1=a~;J~o-'-oo....:o....:o"--
550 0.61000000 o.n62noooo o,nasooooo 0.10000000 0.13000000 540 ~-o::.;.-5=-q-1·0-o-o=-o=-o--o·.-6-=-2--=4-o....:o--=o-=-o-=-o---=o~ • ....:6~1-=-so::.;o~o::.;o::.;o;;._o::.;.~6-5:::..2~.o::.;o::.;o::.;o::.;o;_;;o~.~6~7~5~0~0~0~0~0--
55 32 OO O • 5 5 8 0 0 0 00 0 • 5 A 60 () 00 0 0:...:•....:5....:9-=2....:0-=0....:0-=0-=0--'0-=-•..:c6...:.0.=2..:.0..:.0..:.0.=.0.:.0_0.::.:...• 6::.:2:::...1::..:0:..:0::.:0::.:0:..:0c__ o.s2000000 o.s~200000 0,53500000 o.s4sooooo o.s6oooooo 
510 . o.41200000 o.4 76ooon.~o~o-"-,~4~7~o=o=o=o=oo~o=-'-. "~·1~e~o,_o,_o=--o,,...o'--'o--=.'-4C-:,e_s-=-o~o..;:.o-;.o-=-o-
500 0.43000000 0.42200000 0,41400000 0.41800000 0.42?00000 
490 o.1esooooo 0.31000000 o.36000000 0,16000000 o.36200000 
480 0.34300000 0.12600000 0.31100000 o.31000000 o.3osooooo 
470 0,306000h0 0.2A500000 0.2A700000 0.26200000 0.25600000. 
460 0.21600000 o.2s2ooono 0.23000000 0.22400000 0~21600000 
450 o.2s500000 0.22100000 0.20600106 0.20000000. 0.19000000 
440 -·o.Z45ooooo 0.21100000 0.19500000 n.111100000 0.11600000 
430 0,24200000 0.21400000 0.19200000 0.1R200000 0.)6800000 
420 Q.24200000 0.21400000 0,19200000 0.18200000 0.16800000 
410 o. 24 2 0000 o o.;, oqoo o_o-'o_o_._t_CJ_o_o_o_o_o_o-'--o_. ~1 _o _00_0_0_. o_o_o_._1_6_1_. o_o_o_oo 
400 0.23900000 0,21400000 0,19000000 O.lA000090 0.16500000 
ORIGINAL s MATRIX 
0.001,05444 0.00436'!47 o. 00444561 0.00457016 0 • 00463 3 73 
0.00470'}03 0.00519913 0.00544416 0.00'>64847 0.00572705 
0.005570'}7 0,00639633 0.006A5379 n.00120993 0.00725'}91 
0.00669778 0.00786(}21 O,OOA52Q65 0,00887015 0.00921:\819 
0.00777913 0,00924·551 0,00995?47 0,01056650 0. 0 l 1064'• 8 
0,00862842 0,01013750 O.OIOfl6?53 0.01158593 o.01191053 
0.00928819 0,01086253 o. 01163941 0,01235751 0.012'}1014 
0,01023131 0.01191053 0.01299%3 o.Ot3AOln5 O.Ol4511Hll 
0.01108()99 0.01302960 0, 01 1,25381 o.o 149944 7 O.Ol6066R6 
0.01129617 0.0130~964 0,01399365 0.01485700 0.01570114 
0.01081262 0.01196551 0.01761627 o. 01330243 0,0139()365 
0.01016087 O.Ol0%Vl4 0.01132221 o. 0116q3 l4 O.'H23290'} 
0.00941740 0,01004456 0.01018430 0.01047152 0.01088757 
O.OOA62R42 0.001387015 0.001393164 O.OOQ13968 0.00946087 
o. 00772558 o. 00779706 0.00769008 0.00101'\oc; 0,00fl01551 
o.001on44 0.0061l8543 0,00675976 o.006a2no o. 006Al35lt3 
0.00632311 0.00610845 o. 005969/t) 0.00596')41 ().00'>99696 
o.oos11to25 0.005519')0 0.00533250 0.00532024 0. 005 2 5q·31t 
0.00527146 0.005022(,3 0.0048[871 0.004 76155 0,00469820 
0.00491961 0,00465512 0,00442518 0.00436447 o.004284131 
o. 00468739 0,00439472 0.00418727 0.00412982 o.001,03,;R1 
0.0045806') 0 ,004291168 0.00408255 0.00400803 O.OIHCJ077<) 
0.00454916 0 .00426517 o. 00405',44 o.oOJQ6215 0.0038%46 
0.00454916 0.00426512 0.00405444 0.003%215 0.00383646 
0.00454916 0.00421630 0.00403513) 0,01)3943')5 0.00377512· 































ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 15 µg/ml F ANDS ERROR 
MATRIX IN THE VISIBLE 
4.0 4.5 5;0 5,5 6.0 
0.111400000 0.22300000 0~23200000 o.2i;400000 0.26200000 
0.24200000 o.301oonno 0.31400000 0,;34500000 0.35800000 
0.31400000 o.1t200000 0.40000000 0,;44000000 0.46000000 
0.39100000 0.48200000 o. 4()0-00000 0.548000'00 o •. 56100000 
:0.44900000 0.55000000 0.56000000 IJ.61000000 o. 6 3.r,0000.0 
0.49500000 .0.59000000 0.59~00000 0.64000000 0.67000000 
0.52100000 0.62000000 0.62600000 0.67200000 0.10000000 
0.56100000 0.66000000 0.67000000 0.12000000 o.14;00000 
o.i;r,100000 0.691100000 0.70~00000· 0.751100000 0.78~00000 
0.60200000 o.6970oono 0.10200000 O. HOOOOOO 0.11000000 
0.59100000 0.65400000 0.66200000 0.10000000 0.12000000 
o.sr,200000 0.61800000 0.62000000 o.64600000 0.66200000 
o.s,1100000 o.s1sooooo o.saoooooo 0.60000000 0 • 6 1100000 
o.i;ooooooo o.52sooooo o.i;21100000 o.naooooo o.si;oooooo 
0.45800000. 0.4~1000~0 0.46500000 o. 461300000 o.4nooooo 
0.41700000 0.41500000 0.41200000 0.41000000 0.41200000 
o.37500000 0.361AOOOO 0.36200000 o.1si;ooooo 0.35400000 
0.33500000 o.31100000 0.31500000 o.vnooooo 0.30000000 
0.30200000 0,;27500000 0.27500000 0.26000000 0,25100000 
0.27300000 ~.24200000 0~23900000 0.22100000 n.21200000 
0.25400000 o.22onoooo o.21Aooooo 0.1'1700000 0.101100000 
0.24400000 0.?0700000 0.20500000 0.18700000 0.17500000 
0.24000000 0.20500000 0.20200000 0.18200000 0.11100000 
0.2't000000 0.20500000 0.20200009 o.1a200000 0.16800000 
0 •. 24000000 0.20400000 0.20200000 0.17900()00 o. 16AOOOOO 
0.24000000 0.20500001) 0.20000000 0.17900000 n.11400000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00398044 0.0043544, 0.00444561 0.00467661 0.00476355 
0.00454916 0.00528361 0.00~36947 0.00576675 0.00594198 
0.00536947 0.0064?5~6 0.00654~32 0.00117680 o.001s1so4 
o.oo64t1oa 0.00190553 o.ooaos2s1 0.00920303 o.oo96t460 
0.0073270A 0.00924551 o.h0946087 0.01061527 Q.01127019 
o.OOA14575 0.0101)750 0.01032597 o.01137447 0.0121~796 
0.00864831 o.OlOR62~' 0.01101364 o.01224427 0~01~05964 
o.oo94A268 0.01191053 0.01210196 0.01367512 0.014411542 
O.OOQ48268 o.01z9qg63 D.01330243 0.01492558 0.0{59Q]04 
0.01042152 0.01296973 0.01311992 0.01465315 0.01534373· 
0.01016087 0.01174711 0.01196551 0.01305964 0.01367512 
o.00950454 o.01oa120?. 0.01000253 o.011s3210 0.01196551 
0;00899355 0.00979335 O.OOCJ90675 0.0(037364 0.0106397~ 
0.001124001 0.00012033 o.ooa1aaR1 o.oda9935'i o.oo92455l 
0.00748051 0.00756713 0.00760206 0.00765475 o.6o77755A 
o.ooheoo6l 0.00677534 0.00612010 0.00669778 o.00612a10 
0.00617918 o.OO'i98317 n.00599696 o.o05CJOI07 o.oosaA750 
0.00563540 0.00540669 0.0053&184 0~00523517 0.00519913 
0.00522313 0.00490830 0.00490A30 o.00474167 0.00464442 
0.004~8575 0.00454916 0.00451784 0.00433442 0.00424552 
0.00467661 0.0041?445 0~0043045A 0.00410139 0.00401727 
0.00457016 0.00419692 0.00417764 0.00400803 0.001R9A80 
o.oo452A26 0.00417764 o.00414qqa 0.00196215 o.o03R6306 
0.00452826 0 0 00417764 0.00414AR8 0.00396215 0.00383646 
0.00452026 o.oo416ao3 o.00414aaa o.003q34aa o.001aJ646. 










ABSORBANCE.MATRIX OF 20 µg/ml F ANDS ERROR 
MATRIX IN THE VISIBLE 
4.0 4.5 5,0 5.5 6.0 
0.14800000 0.210000')0 o. 24600000 o.n100000 0.27AOOOOO 
o. l q500000 o. 295QI) 1 )() o. 33 7001)00 o. '37100000 0.38100000 
0.25500000 0.38000000 0.4iAOOOOO 0.48000000 o.4q()OOOOO 
0.37000000 0. 4550oon·oo-:-i; 3000000 0.58200000 0. 5 <Jl 00000 
0.37500000 0. 5 2000,1,10 0,i;q500000 o.~4000000 o.1,i;,100000 
600 -0.411!00000 O.'i5300000 1).1,2400000 o. 6 7000000 0.681100000 
590 0.45000000 0.59000000 0,65?00000 0,700000!10 o. 71400')00 
580 ~.48100000 O.f.3000000 o. 71 "00000 o.1,;000000 ll.7M00000 
. 570 o. 51500000 0.1>6500000 0.7500001)(} 0.7A"0001l0 0.801'100000 
560 ~~3000000 o. 665')0;') 1 1) I). 73000000 o. 7 7000".IOO o.1eoooooo 
550 0.52?00000 0.62'l000()0 . O. MP 0001)0 o.10'100000 0.12000000 
540 0.50600000 O. 590(H)OOO 0,62000000 0.6,t700000 0.65AOOOOO 
530 0.4A6COOOO 0 • 5 5 ')1)(11)00 fl. 'i7 00 0 000 0.59800000 o. '10-'00000 
520 0.4'>400000 0.49'1001)'10 O,'ilOOOOOO o. 51000000 o. c; ·rnooooo 
510 0.42500000 0, ,,,,000000 0, 44800.000 0.45800000 l).'t6~00000 
500 0.39000000 0, l')000000 O, '.\A"iOOOOO 0.3')500000 0.40400000 
490 0.35600000 0.34400000 0, 3,'\?.001)00 0.34000000 1).34400000 
480 0.1?600()00 I). 300001)11/) o. ?8500000 o.2a60onno o • .,q100000 
470 0.2l)A00000 o. -'6300000 0,24000000 0.24200000 0.24400000 
460 0.27600000 0.71000000 0.20100000 0.70400000 o. 2cif>oonoo 
450 0.76100000 0,?1000000 ,). 1 'l AOOOOO 0,1A300000 o. 111'100000 
440 0.25400000 0,2Jl00000 0,17AOOOOO 0. l 720001)0 I). 1 7?00000 
430 0.25400000 O,l 9AOOOOO 0,17500000 0.16800000 o.1M1ooooa 
42.0 0.25400000 0,19500000 0,17'500000 O.l!,AOOIJOO /j. J.A!lOOOOO 
410 0.24200000 0,l9500000 n. 171000,10 0.1'1300000 0,16300000 
400 0.74200000 O.ll)51)0000 o. 17Ml000'.) 0. l 7000100 0.1700')000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00366379 0.00427602 o.no~5q175 0,00486330 o.004q421., 
0.00408255 1),0051396?. 0,005A6l49 o.00612753 o~OOA26514 
o.Q04Aq739 0.00625071 0.001143~3 n.oo7A6921 o.ooqo,;251 
. 0.00544416 0,01742901 O,OOAA?9~0 0.0099~247 0,0101A087 
0.0061791A 0,008'1284? 0,0l0?'54A9 0.01117447 o,nllA55Al 
0.006B2230 0,00941740 O.Ol09A304 0.01218796 J,01~7017-' 
0,00714197 O,Ol0l17'i0 O,Oll',9114 0,01305964 O.Ol14A749 
·-o~007AA73<; O,Ol l l 15'i5 0,0135185A 0,01465315- (),01499447 
o.n08<;7965 o.Ol204A45 0.01465315 o.Ol5RA?qc; O.OIA44lll 
O,OOA82940 0,01264845 0,01399365 0,01534373 0.01~70114 
0.00866!?4 n.011oeqqq 0.0125?')4? 0.01130243 0.01161512 
o.OOR15470 O.Ol0ll7~0 O,Ol0Ah2'i3 0,0ll55q29 o.OllR'i5Al 
0,00797368 0.009245~1 o.ooq6~124 0.0101.,5q7 0.0104-'152 
0,007••1193 0.00A202?l O,OOA43?0l o.001rn;,94n ').(),)>l<J9355 
o.OOA931l6 0.0,1111,RQ o.on111n21 0.0074AO~l 0.00754972 
l),0063'H,31 O, OO<,J<i63'.\ 0,()()63?31 l 1),00647040 /l,OO!,f>05A9 
o.oO'i9t46r 0.00,;1~1~9 o.oo55966Q o.011570J74 a.~0575149 
0.00551990 n.0051qq13 0.00502?61 n.00503421 n.no5oeo19 
o.ooi;11r;25 0.00477453 o.oo4'i2826 n.00454916 0.004,;7016 
0.00491961 0,00442"18 0,00419692 0,00416801 0.00418727 
0.00475260 0.0042?602 0.00401127 0.00197129 0.00197120 
O.OD467A6l o.00,.13q34 0.003"?.'ifJ] 0,001A7196 o.01)187196 
0.004~7661 0,004ll0~4 o.001A9gA0 o.001A3A46 o.no3Al646 
0.00467661 0,00408~55 0,001A9AfJO 0,00383646 O.OO]A3~46 
0.00454916 o.0040R255 o.001B6306 0.00379~55 1.00119255 




ABSORBANCE MATRIX FOR Ce(III)_ALIZARIN COMPLEXONE AND 
S ERROR MATRIX IN THE UV 
49 
A _______ 4_.o ________ 4_._s _________ s_._o _______ s_.s~------6~.o~----
300 0.46500000 0.46800000 0.43500000 0.44000000 Q.43500000 
295 o.53000000 0.52500000 o.4a400000 o.4q200000 o.49200000 
290 o.60CJooooo 0.60000000 o.56oootJoo 0.59000000 o.59200000 
285 0.12000000 0. 72ROOOOO o. 70000000 o. 7650cfooo o. 79000000 
28Q. 0.84000000 0.88500000 0.87000000 1~00000000 t.fl4000001 
275 0.94000000 1.01000001 o.qs400000 1.1soooooc-1. .. 20000000 
276 1.03000000 1.09000000 t.05000000 1.25000000 l.30000000 
265 1.09999999 1.12000006-1.05000000 1.25000000 1.30000000 
260 1.09999999 1.00000000 1.00000000 1.09999999 1.12000000 
2.ss--1 ;-02000000 o. 9eoooooo o. aaoooooo o. 94000000 o. 94000000 
250 0.92000000 0.06000000 0.16000000 o.1soooooo 0.10200000 
245 0.80500000 0,75800000 0.61000000 0.68000000 0.66l00000 
240 0.11000000 0.11000000 o.640ooooo o.65000000 o.63800000 
23.5-0.86400000 0.00000000 0.10060000 o.1osooooo o.6qoooooo 
230 1.10000001 1.00000000 0.90000000 0.91000000 o.89800000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00160206 0.00765475 o.001oq4b5 0.00117680 o.001oq465 
.-Q.00882940 0~00872833 o.007q4202 0.0080Aq67 0.00808967 
O.Ol0~90A6 0.01037364 0.00946087 0.01013750 0.01010430 
0.01367512 0.01392<:)36 0.01305964 0.01516810 0.01606686 
0.01802732 0.01999544 0.01931662 0.02605740 0.02857137 
0.02269505 0.07.666435 0.02511488 0.03680706 0.0412<:)820 
0.02192101 o.03205760 0.02923688 o.04633734 o.051q9135 
0.03280432 0.03435034 0.02923688 0.04633734 0.05199135 
0.03280432 0.03137788 0.02605740 0.03280432 0.03435034 
0.02728545 0.02488462 0.01976656 0.02269505 0.02l69505 
0.02167360 o.otBA7692 o.0149q447 0.01510114 o.0150A36R 
o.Olb63l49 0:-01492558 o.01218796 O.Ol-247186 0.01196551 
0.01534373 0.013612?9 0.01137447 o.01163q41 0.01132221 
· 0.01905158 0.01644111 o.ot305964 o.0132100~ o.012762J6 




ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 2 µg/ml F ANDS 
ERROR MATRIX IN THE UV 
4.5 5.0 5.5 
50 
6.0 A ............................................................................. ~~~ ........................................................................................... ....... 
300 0.42000000 0.42000000 0.41000000 0.41200000 0.41800000 
295 0.49500000 0.49500000 0.48600000 0.48900000 0.49000000 
290 o.63500000 o.65Booooo o.~5400000 o.64500000 o.64800000 
285 0.88500000 0.98000000 0.98600000 0.99000000 0.98800000 
280 1.09999999 1.23999999 1.25000000 1.26000001 1.27000000 
2'75 1.15000001 1.260000()1 1.30000000 1.31000000 1.33000000 
270 !.15000001 1.26000001 1.26000001 1.21000000 1.7.8000000 
26~--1.-08000000 1. 09999999 1. 09999999 1.09999999 l. 12000000 
260 1.00000000 0.95000000 0.93000000 0.93500000 0.93500000 
255--o.as200000 o.ao200000 o.1A200000 o.11Aooooo o.11sooooo 
250 0.78800000 0~71AOOOOO 0.67~00000 0.66600000 0.66000000 
245 0.12000000 0.66000000 o.63000000 0.62000000 0.61200000 
240 0.72000000 0.68600000 0.64200000 0.63200000 0.62200000 
235-·-o.asoooooo 0.00500000 0.14200000 0.11000000 o.1osooooo 
230 l.18000001 1.12000000 1.01000001 0.94000000 0.92000000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00685379 0.00685379 0.00669778 0.00672870 0.006R2230 
ti.00814575 o.OOAl4575 o.007Q786A 0.00803399 0.00805251 
0.01124427 0.011855B1.0.01174711 0.01150618 0.0115859~ 
0.01999544 0.02488462 0.025?3080 0.02546426 0.02534726 
0.03280432 0.04528257 0.04~33734 0.04741667 0.04852115 
0.03680706 0.04741667 0.05199135 0.0532023R 0.05570973 
0.03680706 0.04741667 0.04741667 0.04852115 0.04965135 
0.03132788 o.032ao4.12 o.o32A0432 o.onno432 0;03435034-· 
· 0.02605740 0.02322368 0.02211044 o.02243526 o.02243526 
~-o. 0198578 o o. 016·1n-10 o- o·. o 1s1136·1 o. o 1·5629·00- o. o 1sst141 __ _ 
0.01599304 0.01361229 0.01232909 0.01207622 0.011910~3 
0.01367512 Q.01191053 0.01111555 0.01086253 0.01066427 
0.01367512 o.01264536 0.01142697 o.011166A6 0.01091261 
--0.01844723 0.01663149 0.0143A570-0.0l136383 0.01321086 -
0.03943947 0.03435034 0.02666435 O.Ol269505 0.02167360 
51 
TABLE XV 
-ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 5 µg/ml F ANDS 
ERROR MATRIX IN THE UV 
pH 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5. 5. 6.0 . 
)." 
300 
.0.43200000 0.43200000 0.43000000 0.42700000 0.43000000 
295 0.51600000 o. 5 l 8000-00 0.51000000 0.50900000 0.51100000 
290 0.65000000 0.68000000 0.68000000 0.67800000 0.68000000 
285 0.90500000 1.02000000 l.04000001 l.04000001 l.04000001 280 l.14000000 1.29000001 l.31999999 1. 34000000 l.33000000 
275 
.1.11000000 1.33000000 1.34999999 l.34999999 l.37000000 
270 1.11000000 1.2soooooo 1.30000000 .l. 31000000 1.31999999 
265 1.09000000 1.12000000 1.12000000 1.12000000 1.11000000 
260 1.00000000 0.96000000 0.91500000 0.92800000 0.92000000 
255-6. 86500000 o.aioooooo o.1aaooooo o. 7-7500000 0.12000000 
250 0.11000000 0.10000000 0.68000000 0.66500000 o.6saooooo 
245 o, 11000000 0.66000000 0.65000000 0.63000000 o.63000000 
240 0.12000000 0.69000000 0.66000000 0.65000000 0.64000000 
23s-o. 06000000 o. a 1 aaoooo a. 11ocfoooo 0.14000000 0.13000000 
230 1. 20000000· l. l 3"000000 1. 04000.001 0.97800000 0.94000000 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
. 0.00104581 0,00704581 0.00701344· 0.00696516 0.00701344 
1c 0,0085'4931 0,00858877 0.00843201. O.OOA41262 0,00845l't5 
.~0.01163941 0,01~7lA6 O.Ol21t7\86 0.01241455 0.012471/Hl 
0,02093700 o.0212a 1Ft6 o.02a~7ll7 0.02057137 0.02057137 
0.03596922 0.05080788 0~05444162 0.05700738 0.05570973 
0,03854172 0,05570973 o~05A33525 0.05833525 0,06108451 
o.03os4112 o.04Q65135 o.o5t99135 0.0532023a o.05444162 
~ 0~03i05 760 o. 01435034 o. Q'31{f5034 o. 03435034 o. 03356843 
0.02605740 0.02376463 0,02142551 0.02207654 0.0216?360 
· o.01909sso o.Ol682407 0.01599304 0.01552141 0.01361512 
0.01534373 0.01305964 0.01247186 0.01204845 o.011sssa1 
0.01336383 0.01191053 0.01163941 0.01111555 0.01111555 
o.outi1s12 0.01276236 o.-01191os3 0.01163941 0.01131447 
~,r;·cHaa16<12 o~oliT3Mts o.01s34:H3 0.01431961 o.013.9q;6s 





ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 10 µg/ml F~ ANDS 
ERROR MATRIX IN THE UV 
4. 5 5.0 5.5 
52 
6.0 
300 O. 43800000- 0.4_32Q_OOOO __ Q__!_.'t2~_()0000 0.42800000 0.4~000000 
295 0.51600000 0.51500000 0.51200000 0.50800000 0.53200000 
290 0.64800000 0.68000000 0.68000000 0.68000000 0.10200000. 
2'85 o.a9oooooo 1.02000000-1.osoooooo 1.05000000 1.069999~ 
I 280 l.09999999 le30000000 1.34999999 1.34000000 1.39000000 
275 1.16000000 t.34000000 l.36000000 1.34000000 l.40000001 
270 1.11000000 1.30000000 1.33000000 1.33000000 1.34g99999 
265 1.11000000 1.12000000 l.13000006-1.14000000 1.15000001 
260 1.01000001 o.96000000 0.94000000 o.94000000 o.96oooodo 
255 0.88500000 0.80800000 0.78800000 0.77900000 0.80000000 
250 o.74aooooo 0.10200000 0.61000000 o.66900000 o.69200000 
245,0.12000000 0.66100000 o.64000000 o.63000000 o.65000000 
~40 0.73000000 0.69000000 0.66200000 0.65000000 0.68000000 
. 735c>.86000000 0.81800000 0.77000000 0.74000000 0.76000000 
2.30 1.20000000 1.15000001.1.04000001 o.97sooooo o.qaoooooo 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00714383 0.00704581 0.00699731 0.00698122 0.00734397 
o.ooB5493l o.ooa5?.965 o.ooB47093 0.00039321 o.ooas1015 
0~011ss593 0.01247186 0.01247186 0.01247186 0.01111992 
0.02022698 0.02120545 0.02923688 0.02923688 o.03061477 
. 0.03200432 0.05199.135 o.osa33525 o.os10013a 0.06396333 
0.03766440 o.os10013a 0.05969405 0.05100110 0.06545323 
0.03854172 -0.05199135 0.05570973 0~05570973 0.05833525 
- 0.03356843 0.03435034 0.03515046 o.03596922 0.036807~ 1 
0.02666435 0.02376463 0.02269505 0.02269505 0.02376463 
0.01999544 0.01674677 o-:01599304 0.01566502 0.01644111 
o.014sasa3 0.01311992 0.01241455 0.01215993 o.012e2121 
0.01392936 0.01193799 0.01137447 0.01111555 0.01185581 
0.01399365 0.01276236 0.01196551 0.01163941 0.01247186 
o. o 1 a A 1 6 9 2 o • o fl 13 68~ s=--o=c-.-o'c-,1:-=5=-=3,_,4-=3-=1=3--:co-.-=-o-=-1-,-4=-3 ,:-01 9 61 0-.-0-1 4-9-9~4-4=1--· 




ABSORBANCE MATRIX OF 15 µg/ml F- ANDS 
ERROR MATRIX IN THE UV 
4o5 5o0 5 a 5 
53 
6.0 
300 0.45400000 0.42900000 0.42200000 0.42000000 0.42100000 
295 o.53000000 o.s1000000 0.50500000 o.so200000 o.so200000 
290 0.65500000 0.67200000 0.67500000 0.68000000 0.67500000 
285 0.88000000 1.00000000 1.04000001 l.05000000 l.05000000 
280 1.09000000 l.26000001 1.14000000 1.34000000 1.34000000 
275 l.16000000 l.30000000 1.3499qg99 1.36000000 1.37000000 
270 1.11000000 \.25000000 1.30000000 l.31000000 1.31999999 
265 1.14000000 1.11000000 1.09999999 1.11000000 1.11000000 
260 L.05000000 0.94200000 0.93000000 0.92000000 0.9?000000 
255 o.92000000 o.aooooooo o.1a200000 o.76Aooooo o.1saooooo · 
zso o.a1sooooo o.69000000 o.A1100000 0.66000000 o.65000000 
245 0.15000000 o.~5200000 o.63~00010 0.62200000 0.61600000 
240 ;0.75000000 0.68200000 0.66000000 0.74100000 0.63200000 
2 35 , o. A 900 OcYcfo · o ~-R 1 oo ooocf (f~·11 o a o 000--0:1·.:fiHfcfooo- ·0~·1ra oocr,ro-· · 
230 ).~ 2 ?Q9Q9_Q_Q.: .. !!.! l~9.9Q!)_Q ____ !.• __ g4_q()Q_00 l O. 97000000 O. 9?~Q_<!_OJ)_Q__ 
ORIGINALS MATRIX 
0.00741193 0.006g9731 0.00688543 0.006A5379 0.00686959 
o. ooH s2940· ·o. ooa43~foc· o·. ·ooH33 5,;c,i-·o-~·cfoif21aT1·-if;·cfifo2 f~Hi ·· 
o. o 1111419 o. q 122,. 1+2? o. o 12 329_oq _o.0_1241 ~-·~ ~ __ q_ ... Q.!.?}l?~'! ... 
O~Olg76656·0.0260':i740 0.07857137 0.07923688 0.029236B8 
__ ()!Q_~205760 0.0 1+7'tl667 0~0570073£1 0.05700738 0.05700738 
0.03766440 o.os19q135 o.o5B33525 o.05969405 o.0610R45I 
o.03854172 0.04633734 o.05199135 n.05320238 o.0544416? 
0. 03596.922- o~·()3 356 A4 3 O. 03280432 O. 03.356843 0. 0 3356843···· 
0.029?3688 0.07279980 0.02217844 0.02167~~0 0~02167360 
o.0?167360 ·o~-oi644lll. n.01511101 ·o.0·15i13z4-·o.0149z55·a ·-
__ o._01101Aaa 0.01276236 0.01221606 0.01191053 0.011£>3941 
0.01465315 0.01169314 0.01119260 0.010~1267 0.01076294 
0.01465315 0.01252942 0.01191053 0.01435?.62 0.01116686 
0.0202269ff 0.01682407 0.01534373 0.01425181 O.OH61229 
o. 04~?~'!~.?._Q. 03356843 __ 0 .• 0285.71.3 7 o. 02_<~3_lf!l8 _ o. 0219245 7 __ 
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APPENDIX A 




$ID F.L PAW I ______ _ 
$JOR EL RAWI 2'11-50006 
$ JRJOF'I "'/\"11:'PR 
---------·----- ----$IBFTC nKII-IAME NODFCK 
C ANALYSIS OF SPFCTRA KATZ-WALLACF 
C 
C GIVEN -N- EXPERIME._l'{.l~_JN r:'l\(_tj __ ()F WHICH THF: OPTJC/1.L ABSORPTIO_N ____ _ 
C rs MEASURED ~T -L- WAVELENGTHS RESULTING IN MATRIX 
_C _____ -A-_WI_TH L ROWS AND N COLUMN~•-- DIMENSION A(50,201 
C IL MUST BE G.T.Fo NI 
C OBJECT - TO DFTERM!NF RANK OF MATPIX,TAKING INTO ACCOUNT 
~- C :xr FR !MEN T Al_ F.RRnRSi"l_____::-S-_M" TP TX ------------------~--------------
( 
_ ____c__ _ _M_ET.liQD::RFnUrE f.l.LL_F0'"MF"'T" Fl""LD.~RTNUI'AL!l.LAf~ To 7.FRQ _________ _ 
C AFT[R MAXIMUM <PIVOT! PL/.lrFD ON DIAGnN/.IL 
C 
C INPLJT-, 
____ C _______________ r ARD_ 1 - N _________ cou; ._ 1-5 _____________________________________________ _ 
C .L COLS. 6-10 
__ <;;____ CRIT COLS. 11-19 IF9oAI . 
C CR IT IS THE CRITERION FOR SFTT T NG A FLF'MFNTS TO ZERO 
C IF" ll(I,Jl LoTo CRTT*S(!,J!,f.llI,Jl=l'loO 
C 
. _( ___ - ,::-XPl'"Rf.MF~•T 1 DATA. <;TART.s 0"1 (IIPD ?. IIN!) rONTH'UF"S AS NF!=l")f'!') 
- .· 8 WAVFLFNGTH", PFR ft\Rfl, 9 cnu1"1NS PER WAVF.Ll"l\l(iTH ... C 




?.8,37,46,55,64 INO DEC!M/1.L POJNT,WITH ~JGII-II 
7 DIGIT S(I,JI tOLS.7,i6,?5 
34,43,5~•61,70 <NO DECI7AL POINT> 
.. c ______ ----------· FXPERIMFNT 2 DAT/\ FOLLOWS TMMFnT~Tl"LY /.IN~ so nN 
·--. - ~- -~- ·---· ··- -------,- ... ·-------·-----··- -·- ..... ·-· -~- -·-····- .. -·--·--·-~ ..... _ ·------.------------·--·----·---------·---·-. ------- ·------· -----·---- ·- ·--------
C 
.. ~--· ········------ --------DI MFII-IS I ONA I 35, 18), 5 ( ~ ~ .1 A) 
C 
· 1 FORMAT(?.T5,F9o81 
_ ?. FORM Ar< 16 < F 5. -:i > -> ___ __ __________ _ ___________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
- "l FORMAT C ,~~.10X,17HPa~~ OF ~Y<;TF"M ,s,,~.1x,"llHWTTHIN A R/.INGF n 
· l OF P.LUS OR MINUS,Fl5•"•1X,1?.HSTG~/.I LTMITSl . . --·----------·-----
-- ~ 4 FORMATt1Hlt"lOX,17HORl0JNAL A ~ATRIX//l . 
5 FORMAT llHl,"lhX,17HORIGJNAL S MATRIX/./) 
~ "'"R~AT (1Hl,10X,16HRFnucFfl A MATRIX//) 
7 FOR~AT 11Hl,10X,16f~FDU(FD S MATRlX//l 
8 FORMATl1HJ,12Fll,91 . . 
---------------·-------------·-·· -·.· --· ·---
READ<5,11N,L,CRIT . 
-----50 -CONTINUE· . . ------ - ------------ ---·-------- ··--- ---
r>OlOJ=l N 
1n RFAD15,21 IAII,Jl,T=l,Ll 
--------------- RF_W I "l_n _____ l _________ ------------------------- _________ .-----------------~------------ __________ ----
WR ITr=- Ill A 
________ _FND F_TLF __ l ____ .--------------- _____ ------------------------------ .----------------------- __ _ 
r=.<W6 
r{EWIII-ID 1 
DO 14 I=l,L 
57 
____ ,DO 14 .J=J.·~'-N-· __ 
X=AIJ,J) 
-· ··--··----.··--· ·-···--·-···-· _,. ____________________ .. ____________ _ 
14 SIJ,J;=.~~4?Q*T*IO.**X 
·wR.TT"'l6,4J 
r,r,;,o J=l ,L 
2.0 WRITl:16,BIIAIT,Jl,.J=l,NJ 
WRITEl6•51 
---'- D03 0 I= 1 , L ----------- -- ---------------------------
--- 30 .WRITl"16,R) I<;( I_,JJ ,.J=l_,Nl 
C 
( MATRIX FLEMFNT~ PFAD JN,Nn~ TO PIVOT AND REDUCE Rowe; 
C 
NMIN=N-1 
. D0l40JC=1~NMJN ··---- I ---
AMAX=n.o ' 
. DOllOJ=JC,L 
DOllOJ=JC,N _____ ~-----------------------~ JF(AMAX-AAS(A(J,J)).GF.n.,no TO 11n 
______ _l_('l "i AM AX= A A c; I A I T , J J I 
IMAX=T . . 
JMAX=J 
- . · 1To CONTI NUF ---------------· -- --- - ----- -----·· - -----·------------
C 
IF I AMAX e LF o O o J GO TO 150 
112 1)0115 J=l,N 
;w=AIJC,Jl . 
..... ;i.{Jc-, j f .;.-;,., TtMAx;Jy··----




DOl:>0 T=l ,L 




SI I ,Jl"l=SI I ,JMAX> 
120 SII,JMAXl=SW 
. -···-·-----·-------·-------· --,...---------- ~----...----~--
C PIVOT ELEMENT PLACED. RFrUCF SUB-PIVbT ELEMENTS TO ZERO J PL.t~S ::i ..JC+_] . . ---------·-----··-----·----------..-·-----------
DO l ':10 J: I PLUS, L 
JF(AIJ,~CloFOoO~lGO TO l':10 
_____ l?"i __ FAl"=A I I ,_JC l_/A I JC,_JC '------------------·------- .-----------------
1)01?9 J=JPLt1<;,N 
_______ A (J_,J I =A I I ,J 1-_FACW:A ( JC,J > ________ --------------------··--·-----~·-
TEMP=A ( JC ,J l /A ( JC, Jf" l . 
SII,JJ=SQRT(SII,Jl**2+(SIJ,JCl*TFMP1**2+(S(Jr,J)*FACl**2+1S(JC,JCJ 
l*FAC*TEMPl**21 
JFIAA<;(AIJ,J))-:-IIR."d(RJT*S!l,J)J.GT,0ol C:O TO 129 
12 7 A I I , .J > = 0 • O -------------'--
12 Q CONTINUE 
AII,JC)=n.o 
SIJ,Jl"l=O.O 
11n <'ONT I Nlff 
140 CON..I.l...llJ~U~E-----· 




lFIAll,Nl.EQ.OelGO TO 145 
58 
-~2~4~4--5!t=.AlN-1.N.L__~-~~--.,__---,---------------,------,-----
A IN ,NI= A IT; N) 
____ A I ttlU =~S=W~----------
,SW= 51 N, N l 
s<N,Nl=SI ItNl 
SII,N!=<SW 
--~-TO_~.~r;~0 _________ . 
14r; C"OtHl"IUE 
. C ------·-----C ~ATRIX IS RFDUCED,DETERMTNf qANK 
·C 
150 D016iJT=l,N 
. NRANK=N+l-1 . 
. IFIABSIAINRANK,NRANK J J .c;Eo3e*Sl"IRANK,NR,'1"1KI Jr.OT0162 
____ 160 __ CONT_IIIJUE _________________ _ 
C 
C . PRINT qA"IK R~~ur~n A A~"~ MATRtr~~ 
C 
_____ 16? __ WR I TE I 6, ~_I "!qANK ;_CR_I. T ____ _ 
WRITFl6,6l 














$ID B-0001 EL RAWI 
$JOB EL RAWI 2211-50006 




2 D050I=l,5 · 
50XX<Il=I 
yy I l) != • 300 
DO 20 1=2'15 
20 YYlll=YYCI-1)-.005 
DO 51 I =.l, 1 5 
YITl=YY<Il 
51 X!Il=XXlll 
DO 52 !=16,30 
.YI I l=YYI 1-151 
52 XIIl=XXl21 
DO 53 !=31,45 
Y( T l=YYC 1-3(')) 
53 XIIl=l(Xl3l 
DO 54 1=46,60 
YI I l=YYI 1-451 
'54 X(Il=XXl41 
noc;5 1=61,75 
Y( I l=YYI I-601 
~~~5~5~Xl!l=XXl51 
L=l 
D0110 I= 1, 5 
K=L+14. 





$JBFTC PLOT NOnECK 
SUBROUTINEPLOTIX,XMIN,XMAX,LX,Y,YMIN,YMAX,LY,Z,ZMI~,ZMAX,LZ,NPT, 
lNPLOT,NCOPY,NCD,NDIMI 




4 FORMATllH ,Al,3X,F6e3,121All 
5 FORMAT(l3?A1l 
6 FORMAT(lOX,F6e3,411BX,F6.3ll 
7 FORMAT(lPF17 1 ?,Fll6;?.I 
8 FORMAT(lPE17e2tE6le2,F55.21 










14 IF ( Nr,r,. GF • 3 I RE ADC 5, 2 ). C MOP I I I , T =.lo 18 I , CNCH C I I , I= 1, 4i, I , TMH, T M12, T AA 
J31ND1NP,NM1NB 
1 5 NCH C 4 ll =NA 




SXI 61= M X 
U=XMIN. 
U=(X~AX-XMINI/ 5e+U 
16 SX(Kl =.U 
GOTOl q . 
17 XLX=LX 
CX=l20~/XLX 

























D04 ::I K K = 1. , 5 1 
N=l 
NNN=NPN 
---"'.J=E_D = 1 
r:51-KK 
J)O 2 5 J = 1 • l"3 3 
25 LIJl=NA 
1133!=Nf") 










27 SS=KY*l VY 
GOT029 
28 SS=KY*LYY+l, 







30 IF!~D •• FO.TIGOT031. 
IF(O •• NfeTIGOT037 
31 l)032J=14,133 








36 JF!SD •• FO.T!Llll3J=ND 
37 D040LM=l,NPLOT . 
D039I=JED,NNN 
IFIYIII.NE.TtGOT039 







































DIMENSIONV( l l 
IFILV.GT.OlGOT02 
---~~~~~~~~~---------------------·-------
D01 l=l ,NP 




4 IFIJ.GT.DlGOT07 . 
D06I=l,NP 
I F I V < I l • LT• 0 • l GOTO 5 
!FIVITloLFoVClGOT06 





ABSORRANCE VERSES WAVELENGTH AND PH F-CF-AC SYSTFM 
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